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Abstract--- This paper presents a simple priority-
tagging filtering mechanism, called SAP (Shrew 
Attack Protection), which protects well-behaved 
TCP flows against low-rate TCP-targeted Shrew 
attacks. In this scheme, a router maintains a 
simple set of counters and keeps track of the drop 
rate for each potential victim. If the monitored 
drop rates are low, all packets are treated as 
normal and equally complete to be admitted to the 
output queue and only dropped based on the 
AQM (Active Queue Management) policy when 
the output queue is full. SAP keeps tagging victim 
packets as high priority until their drop rate is 
below the fair drop rate. By preferentially 
dropping normal packets to protect high-priority 
packets, SAP can prevent low rate TCP-targeted 
Shrew attacks from causing a well-behaved TCP 
flow to lose multiple consecutive packets 
repeatedly. This simple strategy protects well-
behaved TCP flows away from near zero 
throughputs (due to slow start) under an attack.  
 
Keywords---- Shrew attack, differential tagging, fair 
drop rate. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
As SAP focuses on protecting TCP flows 

against Shrew attacks, we envision that SAP is used 
in conjunction with other systems that are more 
effective for different types of network attacks [2]. In 

fact, SAP can help such systems by providing more 
information when some of the monitored applications 
experience unusual high packet drop rates. Since 
keeping the information about per-flow state is 
typically prohibitive for a router to maintain, SAP 
aggregates flows and maintains statistics for each 
aggregate. While different levels of aggregation 
obviously lead to different performance trade-off 
between accuracy and memory/computation 
requirements, this approach uses the application-level 
granularity to identify potential victims.  

Specifically, identify the application of a 
packet based on the value of destination port field in 
the TCP/IP header (regardless of the source and 
destination IP addresses) and maintain drop rate 
statistics for each port. Due to this aggregation, SAP 
may not be able to fully protect legitimate traffic 
from attack flows all the time. Furthermore, some 
attackers may try to evade SAP by using multiple 
destinations ports or exploit SAP by manipulating the 
drop rate of particular ports.[2] 

The approach illustrates a number of attack 
scenarios when SAP is employed, and present 
experiment results where SAP performs well in these 
adversarial scenarios. In these experiments, SAP can 
effectively protect victims from Shrew attacks 
whereas an AQM scheme alone (e.g., RED) cannot.  
In particular, in simulations involving a mix of 
normal TCP flows and a BGP session, show that a 
Shrew attack can cause the BGP session to close and 
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increase the drop rate of normal TCP traffic to near 
100%, resulting in degradation in the performance of 
normal TCP traffic to near zero throughputs.[2] 
When employ SAP, the drop rate of normal TCP 
traffic only increased by 1.1%, allowing normal TCP 
traffic to retain most of their throughput, and we 
observe that the BGP session remained active with no 
loss in performance. Also consider a number of 
adversarial scenarios, and we demonstrate that SAP 
performs well when multiple destination ports have a 
drop rate higher than the fair drop rate. In addition, 
evaluate performance of SAP when regular DDoS 
attacks use ports that SAP wants to protect. [4] In this 
scenario, SAP protects legitimate TCP flows from 
getting zero throughput or session closing. 

 

Fig.1 SAP Architecture 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

A.  SAP METHODOLOGY 
SAP neutralize Shrew attack by controlling 

drop rates of TCP flows at the application aggregate 
level and use of differential packet prioritization. 
Drop Rate collector monitors application aggregates. 
Employ a hash of flow description fields in the 
packet. [2] 

Fair Drop Rate controller uses a single fair 
drop rate adjusted dynamically. Differential Tagging 
module, tag victim TCP packets as high priority to 
lower victim’s drop rate. Tagged packets are passed 
to the priority AQM module in router for preferential 
packet dropping mechanism. SAP is treated as a form 
of traffic management mechanism and ensures all 
application flows experience similar drop rates when 

going through the same network link by using 
multiple classes/tagging on flow level. [2] 

 

Fig.2 SAP Flow [2] 

For each aggregate (e.g., destination port), 
maintain two set of counters (for arrival and drop). 
SAP is implemented, only 216 = 65536 distinct 
destination ports are feasible. Number of applications 
need to be monitored are much smaller in practice 
and it is used to protect all legitimate TCP-based 
protocols.[2] 

B.PROBLEMS OF EXISTING FRAME WORK 

 SAP does not measure exploited bandwidth 
rate.   

 Response time of attack mitigation is not 
measured using SAP. 

 Bandwidth efficiency level should be static. 
 

III. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

The proposed system presents a extend SAP 
the port based mechanism to allocate appropriate 
bandwidth rate and to reduce response time for attack 
mitigation. Improve SAP a destination port based 
mechanism to allocate bandwidth rate for 
transmission and reduce response time for attack 
mitigation. In proposed work new blocks introduced 
are Drop rate collector, Delay rate controller and 
Bandwidth rate specified. Drop and delay rate 
collector measures the number of packets dropped at 
the specified time. Time of drop is sent to the delay 
rate controller. Delay rate controller sends the time of 
appropriation of delivery for dropped packets. Delay 
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rate controller intimates the differential tagging for 
packets to be forwarded.  

Bandwidth rate specifies block identify data 
rate to be prioritized. In differential tagging based on 
the bandwidth rate allocation the data packets are 
appropriate to the destination node. Response rate of 
attack mitigation is improved with delay sensitivity 
and bandwidth appropriation. 

A. ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED FRAME  
    WORK 

 To allocate appropriate bandwidth rate in 
TCP flow sessions. 

 To reduce response time for attack 
mitigation. 
Shrew attack exploits TCP’s 

 Retransmission timeout mechanism. 
 

The proposed system involves the concept of 
improving the SAP for destination port based 
mechanism to allocate bandwidth rate for 
transmission and reduce response time for attack 
mitigation. In the existing system, SAP is a 
destination-port-based mechanism requires a small 
number of counters to find potential victims. Since 
the SAP preferentially admits packets from victims 
with high drop rates to output queue. So the proposed 
system uses SAP architecture to minimize the 
bandwidth rate and response time.  

IV. SOLUTION FRAMEWORK 

i) Delay and Drop Rate Controller 
ii) Delay Rate Controller 
iii) Fair Drop Rate Controller 

 
Fig.3 Energy Efficiency of SAP 

 

A. DELAY AND DROP RATE CONTROLLER 

In SAP it considers mainly to neutralize a 
shrew attack by controlling the drop rates of TCP 
flows. The drop rates of application aggregates based 
on which SAP identifies potential victims are monitor 
by drop rate collector. The fair drop rate is 
determined by SAP. It starts to project the victims by 
tagging their TCP packet as high priority to lower the 
victim Drop rates. 

B. DELAY RATE CONTROLLER 

Drop rates of application   like aggregates 
based on which SAP identifies potential victims are 
monitor by Drop rate collector. By this drop rate 
collector   , we easily find out the packet drop rate 
hence we find and detect the packet drop by reducing 
the rate of  

C.FAIR DROP RATE CONTROLLER 
In this framework we find out the average of 

total drop rates from the drop rate collector.  Now we 
set our fair drop rate with the help of the average 
drop rate   from the drop rate collector. In which, 
corresponding flow we set the minimum drop rate in 
the drop rate controller. 
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i) Average of drop rate > minimum drop rate 
=>fair drop rate=avg of drop rate. 

ii) Average of drop rate < minimum drop rat 
=>fair drop rate=minimum of drop rate. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

This proposed approach introduced a simple 
Shrew attack protection mechanism called SAP. SAP 
provides network operators with a broad first line of 
proactive defense against Shrew attacks, significantly 
neutralizing their impact. By monitoring the drop 
rates of potential victims, SAP prevents consecutive 
packet drops for a victim, which observes for well-
behaved TCP flows under a Shrew attack. SAP 
achieves this through differentiated tagging of 
victims’ packets and preferential admission to the 
output queue. Unlike other existing mechanisms, 
SAP focuses on protecting victims without explicitly 
identifying attackers.  

SAP is a port-based victim-detection scheme 
and readily deployed on top of existing router 
mechanisms, as SAP does not rely on any proprietary 
packet header information or sophisticated signal 
analysis techniques. The result shows that SAP is 
able to stop the crippling BGP attack scenario 
identified. More broadly, our results show that SAP 
is also effective in allowing TCP flows in general to 
recover their throughput under a Shrew attack. [2] 
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